
INNOVATIVE.  IMMERSIVE.  INTENSE.
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VIRTRA.COM



PRODUCT

To develop, manufacture, sell, and support the finest simulators, accessories, 
and training scenarios in the world. The high quality of our products will only be 
surpassed by the quality of our customer support.

ECONOMIC

To operate the company on a sustainable financial basis. To generate profitable 
growth, increasing value for our shareholders and ever-expanding opportunities 
for career growth for our employees. Our Company represents the highest 
standard within our markets, from product quality to moral ethics.

INDUSTRY

To uniquely meet the needs of customers within our industry and to always 
seek innovative and better solutions to add value to our customers. To consis-
tently consider other markets where we can substantially improve the quality 
and value provided to customers.

OUR MISSION
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ABOUT VIRTRA

VirTra Inc., founded in 2002, provides the world's most realistic and effective 
small arms training simulators to Military, Law Enforcement, Post Secondary 
Education, and Security agencies worldwide. VirTra is the higher standard 
in firearms training simulation. Our full line of marksmanship, collective, and 
judgmental use-of-force simulators range from portable single-screen sys-
tems to the world's most challenging firearms training simulator – the V-300™.   

VirTra’s advanced firearms training simulators fea-
ture video-based scenarios that allow threats to be 
engaged across multiple screens, immersive multi-
directional sound, and drop-in tetherless recoil kits. 
We offer the world’s only video-based 300-degree 
simulator platform and the patented Threat-Fire™ 
hostile return fire system. At VirTra, we believe that 
personnel entrusted with lethal force and critical 
missions deserve the very best training available. 
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

For many years, firearms trainers have devel-
oped training based on the old saying: “Train like 
you fight because you will fight like you train.”  
This proven philosophy applies to all aspects 
of training, even more so in firearms simulation.   

Whether you are an athlete, an artist or Law En-
forcement professional, skills mastery requires 
repetition of proper technique until the ability to 
perform no longer requires conscious thought; 
it becomes second nature.   What you practice 
in training will be repeated on the street under 
the pressure of a real life or death encounter.  

This was tragically illustrated during the infa-
mous “Newhall Incident” in 1970.  That incident 
has impacted training procedures for enforce-
ment agencies nationwide.  These changes 
had not been incorporated into the simulation 
industry until now.  Both good and bad habits 
are learned through repetition.  Simulators tra-
ditionally have always involved a single screen 
directly in front of the trainee.  The officers we 
have spoken to have told us that this method 
instills and reinforces the issue of tunnel vision. 
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

“The V-300™ shows how quickly judgment decisions have to 
be made, and if they are not made immediately and quickly, 
lives can be lost. Without constant ongoing training, our skills 
will diminish and we HAVE to stay sharp. There’s nothing 
more important to us than every single officer going home 
at night. The programs have helped to save the lives of of-
ficers and the people they are trying to protect.  You can’t 
put a dollar value on that or being prepared enough for the 
surprises that could be around every corner.”  

Jason Grunwald
Commander of USMS Great Lakes Regional Fugitive Task Force

“We have been extremely pleased with our new VirTra 
training simulator.  We believe the 300 degree screens are 
an excellent tool for training situational awareness to our 
police recruits.  This type of situational training enhances 
the chance of saving officer’s lives while they perform their 
duties on the street.” 

F.H. (Rick) Lewis
Director of Law Enforcement Training
Northeast Florida Criminal Justice Center

Florida State College at Jacksonville

“This 300-degree firearms training simulator far 
surpasses any law enforcement training currently 
available in the regoin.  It provides real life training, 
giving officers a chance to test their skills against 
a variety of situations many encounter on a daily 
basis.”       
 
Chief Deputy David Huckstep  
Alachua County Sheriff’s Office, Gainesville, FL

“When you go up to a house or approach a car in a 
scenario, you see everything around you.  It’s really 
brought the deputies’ awareness up.  There’s so 
much you can do with it.  You can play the sound of 
a helicopter going over, or dogs barking, or a door 
opening behind the student.”  

Lt. Bruce Southard
Phelps County Sheriff’s Dept. 
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As we know, reality paints a much different picture, as threats can 
come from all around us - sometimes from more than one direction 
and at the same time.  In our research, and from the experience of 
our Law Enforcement professionals, many people experience tunnel 
vision under duress, and situational awareness is compromised.  Thus 
the driving force that moves our evolution to multi-screen training was 
born. 
 
With multi-screen use-of-force simulator technology, situational aware-
ness becomes one of the key elements in the simulators we manufac-
ture, the scenarios we create, and the people we employ- all striving 
to provide the very best training available.  Single screen simulators 
simply fall short and are no longer a viable source for effective training.  
Fully immersive, realistic options like the VirTra products have now be-
come the higher standard in simulated firearms training.   

MULTI-SCREEN VS SINGLE SCREEN

Panoramic image applied to the V-300™ simulator 
for a fully immersive training experience.

Panoramic photos taken on location.

HOW DO WE DO THIS?
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Filmed on loca-
tion, scenarios 
run across multi-
ple screens that 
create the only 
300 degree, fully 
immersive train-
ing environment 
available today.  

Live actors, not computer generated characters, allow us to capture the human 
element, revealing threat cues that further involve the trainee in the encounter.  

TRAINING CONTENT

One of the most important aspects of any simulator is the quality of the content. A combination of excellent visual and audio equipment gives 
our content designers the biggest and best capabilities for intense scenarios. VirTra goes to great lengths to ensure our training content is su-
perior in quality, realism, immersion, and relevance.  VirTra utilizes subject matter experts in the development of its scenario training content.
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Use of officer’s side arm or real weapon, rather than “non-gun” 

replicas.  Simple barrel replacement with our recoil kit enables 

the officer to work with the actual weapon used every day.  Our 

kits require no modification of the weapon and take minutes to 

Patented Threat-Fire™ return fire, or “shoot back” device utilizing 
electric impulse to effectively simulate live fire with no safety 
equipment needed. No cleaning up of projectiles or potential 
of injury to the trainee.  Less equipment equals less distraction, 
and more time to focus on training. 

ENHANCED TRAINING OPTIONS

install.  SmartMag intelligent magazines allow for increased real-

ism and kits are tetherless to allow freedom of movement within 

the simulator.  
* Threat-Fire™ return fire simulator is protected by the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 
Patent No. 8,016,594. www.virtra.com/patent-related
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LOW LIGHT TRAINING SYSTEM

SUPERIOR SOUND

USE-OF-FORCE SIMULATION

With directional sound, we can increase the awareness and develop 
higher levels of situational awareness by creating noise and distrac-
tions from all screens.  Additionally, our raised training platform is 
equipped with acoustics that make the trainee hear and feel vibration 
and sounds within the simulator, adding to the immersive environment - 
further creating a realistic model for the situations they face every day. 

Exposes the trainee to proper use of the flashlight in combination with 
weapon in low light environments.  Develops confidence and ability 

with threat/target identification in low light situations.  

In today’s changing and litigious society, use-of-force encounters have 
become more critical from a training standpoint than ever before.
Our systems incorporate TASER® and OC spray as non-lethal options 
coupled with branch-able scenarios designed to reinforce this critical 

area of training.   
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V-300™
The V-300™ is the higher standard for decision-making simulation and tactical firearms training.  Five 
screens and a 300-degree immersive training environment ensures that time in the simulator 
translates into real world survival skills.  The system reconfigures to support 15 lanes of individual  
firing lanes.

“Our dept has used simulator training for years but the V-300™ LE is by far one of 
the best and the most comprehensive simulators that we have worked with.”  

Captain Mark Scott Thomasville, Georgia

 » www.virtra.com/v-300 » 14
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FEATURES

SYSTEM SPECS

6 computers
Rack mount chassis
Intel® processor
Hi-end graphics card
8GB RAM

5 - XGA DLP projectors
5 - 10’ x 7.5’ projection screens
5 - Self powered monitor speakers with +10db input
5 - Gigabit laser tracking cameras
Dual monitor instructor station with backlit keyboard and optical mouse
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Fully immersive 300-degree environment
Real-life scenarios and marksmanship training capability
Seamless high resolution video
Debrief and record trainee’s performance, judgment, and reaction time
Multi-directional surround sound for unsurpassed audio realism
Arsenal of recoil kits available for most firearms
One year “Best in the Industry” warranty with 24/7 service and technical support

 » www.virtra.com/v-300
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V-180™
The V-180™ is the higher standard for decision-making simulation and tactical firearms training.  
Three screens and a 180-degree immersive training environment ensures that time in the simulator 
translates into real world survival skills.  The system reconfigures to support 9  lanes of individual  
firing lanes.

“I would highly recommend this system to other chiefs in other 
areas and make it part of their training course.”

Ellis C Jackson Chief of Police, Thomasville Georgia

 » www.virtra.com/v-180 » 16
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FEATURES

SYSTEM SPECS

4 computers
Rack mount chassis
Intel® processor
Hi-end graphics card
8GB RAM

3 - XGA DLP projectors
3 - 10’ x 7.5’ projection screens
3 - Self powered monitor speakers with +10db input
3 - Gigabit laser tracking cameras
Dual monitor instructor station with backlit keyboard and optical mouse

Fully immersive 180-degree environment
Real-life scenarios and marksmanship training capability
Seamless high resolution video
Debrief and record trainee’s performance, judgment, and reaction time
Multi-directional surround sound for unsurpassed audio realism
Arsenal of recoil kits available for most firearms
One year “Best in the Industry” warranty with 24/7 service and technical support
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 » www.virtra.com/v-180
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V-100™
The V-100™ is the higher standard in single screen, affordable, judgmental use-of-force firearms train-
ing simulators.  Extensive library of realistic training scenarios capable of supporting the entire use-
of-force continuum from verbal skills, less than lethal options ( TASER®, beanbag, pepperball, OC) 
to lethal force.  The system fully supports marksmanship and skill building from basic to advanced.  

 » www.virtra.com/v-100 » 18
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FEATURES

SYSTEM SPECS
Laptop
Intel® processor
6GB RAM

1 - LCD projector
1 - 12’ x 7.5’ projection screen
2- Desktop speakers
1 - Gigabit laser tracking camera

Real-life scenarios and marksmanship training capability
High resolution video
Debrief and record trainee’s performance, judgment, and reaction time
Arsenal of recoil kits available for most firearms
One year “Best in the Industry” warranty with 24/7 service and technical support

4 TRAINING OPTIONS AVAILABLE!

V-100™ LE-1
Includes projector, shot tracking equipment, low light kit, scenario authoring software, 
collapsable screen, laptop computer and a hard case for easy transport. One year war-
ranty and support services included.

V-100™ LER-1
Includes projector, shot tracking equipment, low light kit, scenario authoring software, 
tetherless recoil kit, collapsable screen, laptop computer and a hard case for easy 
transport. One year warranty and support services included.

V-100™ LETF-1
Includes projector, shot tracking equipment, low light kit, scenario authoring software, 
tetherless recoil kit, collapsible screen, Threat-Fire™ hardware, laptop computer and a 
hard case for easy transport. One year warranty and support services included.
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V-100™ LEDX-1
Includes projector, shot tracking equipment, low light kit, scenario authoring software, 
tetherless recoil kit, collapsible screen, Threat-Fire™ hardware, refill station, laptop 
computer and a hard case for easy transport. One year warranty and support services 
included.

 » www.virtra.com/v-100
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V-RANGE™
The V-Range™ (Patent-Pending) is simply the very best virtual shooting range in the world. 
It is the most realistic and detailed simulation of a real indoor and/or outdoor shooting 
range. It is the closest thing to a live-fire shooting range, with none of the challenges and a 
fraction of the cost.

Front Projection V-Range™ Rear Projection V-Range™

 » www.virtra.com/v-range » 20
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FEATURES

SYSTEM SPECS

1 computer
Intel® processor
SSD hard drive
Hi-end graphics card
8GB RAM

1 - 1080P projector
1 - 93” x 54” 1080P screen
1 - Self powered monitor speaker with +10db input
1 - Gigabit laser tracking camera
1 - Tablet for instructor control
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Unlimited Training – save your ammunition for when and where you really need it. Train more frequently and 
intensely, with a simulator you are not limiting your training time to your ammunition supplies.  Train regardless 
of weather conditions or time of day
Ease-of-Use - designed for anyone to operate easily from one lane control box
Instructor Control Panel - easy to use tablet permits control for multiple lanes
Expandable -  with VirTra, your investment is always protected
Warranty - 1 year “Best in the Industry” warranty with 24/7 service and technical support

4.5m / 15ft

4.5m / 15ft

2.7m / 9ft

3.6m / 12ft

button boxbutton box

screen

screen

computer
projector
tracking camera

computer
projector
tracking camera

shooter line shooter line

 » www.virtra.com/v-range
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V-AUTHOR™
VirTra continues to revolutionize simulation training with the latest addition to our 
product lineup, the V-Author™ Software Suite. Create, edit, and train with content 
specific assets suited to your agency’s training objectives.

V-Author™ software allows users of the VirTra Simulation equipment to create, 
edit, and train with content specific to agency training objectives and environ-
ments.  V-Author™ is an easy to use application capable of almost unlimited 
custom scenarios, skill drills, targeting exercises and firearms courseware 
proven to be highly effective for users of VirTra simulation products.  Specific, 
real world environments or scenes can be photographed and uploaded to 

COMPATIBLE WITH VIRTRA’S TRAINING SIMULATORS

V-300™

V-180™

V-100™

V-Range™

the V-Author™ software where a library of characters, props, visual effects and 
animated targets can be added with a few clicks of the mouse.   Use panoramic 
photographs of high risk locations, scenes of previous use of force incidents or 
use our pre-loaded environments to quickly and easily train just about anything 
using the V-Author™ software.

Drag and drop custom characters with ease! Import your own panoramic background.

 » www.virtra.com/v-author
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V-AUTHOR™ STANDARD

Computer station equipped with V-Author™ 
software used for scenario development.

ON LOCATION - 2 DAY CLASS

Class on V-Author™ using the 
pre-package assets included in 
the Standard package.Pre assembled scenarios, Background 

assets, Props, Reactive Targets, Still 
Targets, and Special Effects.

Standard pre-package assets to start authoring scenarios.

AUTHORING STATION

STANDARD ASSET

TRAINING COURSE

V-AUTHOR™ PRO

Video production kit.  Adobe Creative 
Suite 6, Quicktime 7 PRO, Autopan 
Giga3

Computer station equipped with hard-
ware and software used for scenario 
creation and asset development

ON LOCATION - 5 DAY CLASS

An in depth class of shooting/
capturing/editing assets for cre-
ating your own fully customizable 
scenario.

Shoot and create your own custom assets for fully customizable scenarios.

AUTHORING STATION

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE PACKAGES

TRAINING COURSE

 » www.virtra.com/v-author
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SIMULATOR UPGRADES

The top-of-the-line VirTra  simulators are compatible with a large selec-
tion of the best training accessories on the market, many of which are 
only available to VirTra customers.  Take your training program to new 
heights with some of these superior training tools.

UPGRADES/ACCESSORIES

Touchscreen UpgradeSpecially-designed door and stage exten-
sion allows room-clearing training and CQB 
exercises. Door is designed for repeated 
break-ins. 

Breachable Door

Powerful amplifier and transducers 
that permit trainees to actually feel 
sounds for increased realism

Eliminates the 5 inch black 
border between screens

16" raised platform positions trainees on-level with 
screens, is specially designed for the simulator

 » www.virtra.com/accessories

Borderless Screens

Elevated Training Platform

Platform Sound Effects

Easy to use touchscreen upgrade permits user-
friendly system operation by the instructor
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SIMULATOR ACCESSORIES

Hardware and software for low-
light training, includes 2 flashlights

Laser-based 
TASER® training 
weapon

Laser-based OC training device

Clip-on patented Threat-Fire® return 
fire simulator device delivers safe and 
adjustable electrical shock to simulate 
return fire and enhance realism

Required for wireless recoil kits and 
Threat-Fire® device to connect to the 
VirTra simulator 

Trainee Monitor and Recording 
real-time monitoring, recording, and 
playback during debriefing of the 
trainees

 » www.virtra.com/accessories
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TETHERLESS RECOIL KIT

Completely tetherless and refillable recoil kit, which uses cost-effective C02, recoil kits require NO permanent modification to the trainee’s weapon. Recoil kits improve 
shooting skills and saves ammunition dramatically reducing the cost of training with no harmful gasses, blank cartridges or lead deposits. Installation and removal can 
be done quickly.  (Additional equipment required for refill and customer-supplied weapon.)

Our entire line of recoil kits produce powerful recoil action, operate at the  correct 
cyclical rate, and can even be installed in the trainee’s own weapon.  VirTra’s recoil 
kits can also save money, while providing a level of safety beyond that possible 
with live ammunition. 

RECOIL KITS

Real world weapons don’t have cables, which is what inspired VirTra to develop tetherless recoil kits to simulate the most realistic weap-
on simulation possible without the obstruction of cables, allowing for the most complete freedom of movement for the trainee.

Refill and Recharge stations provide 
cost effective and unlimited training.

 » www.virtra.com/tetherless-recoil-kits
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>  ADDS REAL WORLD CONSEQUENCES TO FIREARMS TRAINING.

Fully integrated into VirTra’s firearms training simulators, the Threat-Fire™ 
represents a higher standard in simulation. Trainees learn to handle conse-
quences in training – the best possible preparation for duty.

THREAT-FIRE™

>  COMPLETES THE INTERACTIVE TRAINING LOOP.

>  SAFE AND EFFECTIVE.

 » Threat-Fire™ return fire simulator is protected by 
the United States Patent and Trademark Office. Patent 
No. 8,016,594. www.virtra.com/patent-related

100-240V@50-60Hz(clean power request-
ed - no power spikes or brown-outs)

1 lb. (approximate)

2.25” W x 6.0” H x 1.75” D

Power Outlet:

Weight:

Size:

THREAT-FIRE™ SPECS

The Threat-Fire™ is designed to be placed on a trainee in the belt area. 
It is not to be attached to trainees in areas other than the belt area and 
should be operated and monitored by a trained personnel.

USER WARNING

 » www.virtra.com/threat-fire




